Quadvelo Ambassador
agreement
Between:
Eurocircuits N.V, Antwerpsesteenweg 66, B-2800 Mechelen, Belgium developer and builder of the
Quadvelo velocar, in this contract referred to as Eurocircuits
And
… in this contract referred to as Ambassador
Eurocircuits is engaged in the manufacture and sale of the Quadvelo and is looking for
ambassadors with the intention to create awareness to the public and allow interested parties to
test and see quadvelos in their own region

Eurocircuits expects the following from the Ambassador:
1. Recording videos while driving, testing, or promoting the vehicle. . These videos can be
used by Eurocircuits for promotional purposes.
2. Share their personal experience with the quadvelo directly with Eurocircuits such as
suggestions, trip reports, problem descriptions, or any information the ambassador judges
useful for the improvement of the quadvelo.
3. Conduct small repairs to keep the quadvelo up and running during the term of this
contract.
4. Allow interested parties to make short test drives with the quadvelo during the term of this
contract.
5. Use the quadvelo on a regular basis. We expect the Ambassador to drive a minimum of
200 km/month with the quadvelo.
6. Store the quadvelo in a safe place when not in use, and do not leave the quadvelo
unattended while in use.

Eurocircuits offers the following to the Ambassador:
1. No charge delivery and pick-up of a quadvelo test vehicle at the premises of the
ambassador.
2. No charge for the personal use of a quadvelo test-drive vehicle for the term of the
contract.
3. No charge delivery of spare parts if needed to keep the vehicle up and running.
4. In case the ambassador decides to order a quadvelo from Eurocircuits, no transport costs
will be charged.

Period and Termination
This Contract shall remain effective for a period of ... months, beginning on the date of receiving
the quadvelo, unless terminated by either party prematurely.
For Ambassador:

For Eurocircuits

